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Lack of methods and tools that perform risk failure of a CI related to the risk of failure of different CIs.

Methods and tools aimed to analyze vulnerabilities and predict the risks in case of failures occurring in a Single CI are yet utilized by CIs Control Centre operators. However, such methods and tools are not suitable to address vulnerabilities that depend on vulnerabilities of other CIs.
Lack of information sharing among Control Centre operators of different CIs.

In case of failure, the operator of the Power grid is always aware of the failures occurring on the Power grid.

The operator of the Telco network cannot be aware of failures occurring on the Power grid because of the lack of information sharing.
1. Flooding on the apparatus room of the Telco SGT station. UPS start from batteries.

2. The battery autonomy finished as Fire Brigade was not able to remove water on time.

3. The full functionality of the SGT station is restored.

Legend:
- Safe network state
- Endangered network state
- Disturbed network state
- Event
- Root cause
What we have done

**MIT Technology** (*Middleware Improved Technology*)

Definition of a Risk Estimation software that makes use of information sharing among CI operators aiming at:

- preventing or limiting cascading effects in critical situations
- enhancing the resilience of CI

**Development of an experimentation environment**

Definition of a Test bed facility to test the MIT technology including:

- an agent-based simulator called SimCIP
- two specific domain simulators (one for the Power CI and one for the Telco CI)

**Data collection.** Considered networks:

- the 150 kV Distribution Power grid serving the area of Rome
- PSTN and GSM telecom network devices located in the same area of Rome
- SCADA devices (2 Control Centres and RTUs) serving the electrical networks
MIT systems are installed in each CI making use of the **client-server paradigm** through the **Internet Public channel**. Each MIT System is composed by:

- Communication Components
- Add-on Components (e.g. the **Risk Estimator**)
The experimentation environment

**TEST BED**

- Power grid Control Room
- Electrical Simulator (Sincal)
- SCADA Emulator
- SIMCIP
- Telco simulator (NS2)
- Telco Control Room

**TECHNOLOGY TO BE TESTED**

- Electrical RE (Risk Estimator)
- Telco RE (Risk Estimator)
- MIT Communication components

**Electrical MIT**

**Telco MIT**
The considered networks as modeled into SimCIP

HVA
150kV High Voltage Area (HVA) of Rome containing two 20 kV distribution areas

AREA_1
(serving a Telco National Node)

AREA_2
(serving a Telco Local Node)

CRITICAL AREA

A set of critical lines connected to the Transmission grid through infeeders points.
The PSTN and GSM Telecom networks have critical dependencies with power loads services from the two electrical 20 kV areas (AREA_1, AREA_2).
Risk levels evaluated by Risk Estimator are associated to the service provided by a certain CI (CI\(_1\)) and depend not only on the possible degradation of the services produced locally (i.e. inside CI\(_1\)) but also on the services provided by external CIs (CI\(_2\), CI\(_3\), etc.) which the considered CI (CI\(_1\)) is dependent to.

Four different “qualitative” degradation levels (Negligible, Low, Medium, High) to model the process degradation level (e.g. the voltage condition of a certain electrical area).
Definition of a **RULE-BASED SYSTEM** to model the relationships between the degradation of a certain **service** as a qualitative function of the variation of the **processes** states through fuzzy logic rules.

To model the degradation level associated to a generic area of the Power Distribution grid, voltage values of bus bars are evaluated together with Telco communication parameters.
The operator of the Power Distribution grid can be able to monitor the risk degradation of the services provided (low voltage level of bus bars). Such a risk includes the risk of degradation of Telco services (lack of communication).

\[
\text{Risk}_{\text{EL}} = f(\text{Risk}_{\text{EL}}, \text{Risk}_{\text{Telco}})
\]
Experimentation strategy

- Simulation of sequences of failure occurring on the Power grid to evaluate interdependency effects on the Telco network.

- Comparison among scenario evolutions obtained by using against not using the Risk Estimator as a decision support tool in case of CI failures.
Experimentation results

The Risk Estimator supports operators of Control Centres to take actions that can leverage the risk of outage due to interdependency relations among CIs.

The operator, by observing the Risk Est. is aware of the Telco outage and decides to disconnect AREA_2 (less critical area) to benefit AREA_1.
Conclusions

• Methods and tools aimed to analyze vulnerabilities and predict the risks in case of failures occurring in a single CI, are well known and exhaustively utilized by CIs Control Centre operators. However, such methods and tools are not suitable to address vulnerabilities that depend on vulnerabilities of other CIs.

• We showed how MIT Risk Estimator might be a useful tool for the operators located in the Control centres to assess critical situations so that recovery actions may be taken considering the interdependent risk of other CIs.

• At the moment the potential benefits of MIT Risk Estimator is still under evaluation by experimenters.

• The effective improvement that MIT Risk Estimator may produce in real Control centres needs to be evaluated by CI operators by considering different failures scenarios.